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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR
CONTROLLING POWER CONSUMPTION IN
A COMPUTER SYSTEM BASED ON USER
SATISFACTION

a particular interactive application running on the processor
of the computer system. The processor may be adapted to run
at the selected frequency.
Some embodiments according to the present invention pro
vide for determining a relationship between hardware perfor
mance counter (HPC) readings and individual satisfaction

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS/INCORPORATION BY
REFERENCE

levels reported by users for representative applications. The
relationship may be, for example, an arti?cial neural network
that models functions from HPCs to user satisfaction for
individual users. The arti?cial neural network can be used

This patent application makes reference to, claims priority
to and claims bene?t from US. Provisional Application Ser.
No. 61/185,381 which was ?led on Jun. 9, 2009; and US.
Provisional Application Ser. No. 61/185,365 which was ?led

online, for example, to predict user satisfaction and to set the

frequency level accordingly.
Some embodiments according to the present invention pro
vide for a human and application driven frequency scaling for
processor power ef?ciency (HAPPE) that can, for example,

on Jun. 9, 2009.

This patent application is related to US. Provisional Appli
cation Ser. No. 61/185,372 which was ?led on Jun. 9, 2009.

adapt voltage and frequency to the performance requirement

The above-referenced applications are hereby incorpo
rated herein by reference in their entirety.

of the current user and current application.
20

FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH OR
DEVELOPMENT

ceived performance.
Some embodiments according to the present invention pro
vide for the consideration of user satisfaction to control a
power state.

This invention was made with government support under

grant nos. CNS-0720691; CNS-0721978; CNS-0715612;

Some embodiments according to the present invention
minimize power consumption without degrading user-per

25

CNS-0551639; CNS-0347941; CCF-0541337; CCF
0444405; CCF-0747201; IIS-0536994; IIS-0613568; ANI
0093221; ANI-0301108; and EIA-0224449 awarded by the

These and other advantages, aspects and novel features of
the present invention, as well as details of an illustrated

embodiment thereof, will be more fully understood from the

following description and drawings.

National Science Foundation. The government has certain

rights in the invention.

30

This invention was made with government support under
grant nos.
DE-FG02-05ER25691
and DE-AC05

OOOR22725 awarded by the Department of Energy. The gov

FIG. 1 shows a framework of a predictive user-aware

ernment has certain rights in the invention.
35

MICROFICHE/COPYRIGHT REFERENCE

[Not Applicable].
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SEVERAL VIEWS OF
THE DRAWINGS

40

The present invention relates to architectural optimization
and, in particular, architectural optimization aimed at user
satisfaction.
45

power management according to some embodiments of the

present invention.
FIG. 2 shows frequency traces using iDVFS and Windows
XP DVFS schemes for (a) Java Game and (b) Video according
to some embodiments of the present invention.
FIG. 3 shows a Windows XP DVFS algorithm according to
some embodiments of the present invention.
FIG. 4 shows user satisfaction and dynamic power reduc
tion for iDVFS compared to a Windows XP DVFS scheme
according to some embodiments of the present invention. In
the graphs, the individual users are plotted on the horizontal

individual user.

axis. The left vertical axis re?ects the reported satisfaction for
iDVFS and Windows XP DVFS, and the right vertical axis
reports the percentage reduction in dynamic power of iDVFS
compared to Windows XP DVFS.

Accordingly, there is a need for architectures that are user 50
aware and that determine whether their users are satis?ed.

satisfaction, and energy-satisfaction product for the Shock

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Modern architectures execute with no knowledge about the

FIG. 5 shows an improvement in energy consumption, user

There is also a need for architectural optimization that aims at

wave application according to some embodiments of the

user satisfaction.

present invention.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

55

Some embodiments according to the present invention may

provide, for example, systems and methods for controlling
power consumption in a computer system are disclosed. The

computer system may be trained, for example, to determine
relationship information between user satisfaction and dis
crete frequencies at which a processor of the computer system
runs. The determined relationship can distinguish between
different users and different interactive applications. A fre
quency may be selected from the discrete frequencies at
which the processor of the computer system runs based on the
determined relationship information for a particular user and

60

FIG. 6 shows a system power measurement setup accord
ing to some embodiments of the present invention.
FIG. 7 shows satisfaction rating and CPU utilization of 10
users at 5 different frequency levels according to some
embodiments of the present invention.
FIG. 8 shows a setup for power measurements according to
some embodiments of the present invention.
FIG. 9 shows a screenshot including a battery life indicator
according to some embodiments of the present invention.

FIG. 10 shows an exemplary HAPPE training phase
65

according to some embodiments of the present invention.
FIG. 11 shows a comparison of HAPPE with Linux Onde
mand frequency controller according to some embodiments
of the present invention.

US 8,706,652 B2
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relationship between hardware performance and user satis
faction is highly user-dependent. Hence, some embodiments

FIG. 12 shows variation among users with respect to power

consumption and satisfaction according to some embodi
ments of the present invention.
FIG. 13 shows variation among different applications for

according to the present invention contemplate the feasibility
of estimating individual user satisfaction from hardware met
rics, develop accurate non-linear models to do so, and use
these models for run-time power management.
Driving architectural decisions from estimates of user sat
isfaction has several advantages in accordance with some
embodiment of the present invention. First, user satisfaction

the same user according to some embodiments of the present

invention.

FIG. 14 shows an aggregated histogram of key presses
according to some embodiments of the present invention.

is highly user-dependent. For example, an expert gamer will
likely demand considerably more computational power than

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

One of the goals of computer design is to satisfy the end

a novice user. In addition, each user has a particular “taste”

such as, for example, a preference for prolonging battery life,

user. In particular computing domains such as interactive
applications, for example, there exists a variation in user
expectations and user satisfaction relative to the performance

of existing computer systems.

or a preference for higher performance. If we know the indi
vidual user’s satisfaction with minimal perturbation of pro
gram execution, we will be able to provide a better experience

Some embodiments according to the present invention
contemplate leveraging this variation to develop more ef?

present invention. Second, when a system optimizes for user

for the user in accordance with some embodiments of the

satisfaction, the system automatically customizes for each

cient architectures that are customized to end users. We ?rst

investigate the relationship between microarchitectural

20

application. Speci?cally, a system that knows the user’s sat
isfaction for a particular application will provide the neces
sary performance to the user. For interactive applications, this
may result in signi?cant advantages such as power savings
and/or increased lifetime reliability. For example, one of our

25

target applications exhibits no observable change in perfor

parameters and user satisfaction. Speci?cally, we analyze the

relationship between hardware performance counter (HPC)
readings and individual satisfaction levels reported by users
for representative applications. Our results show that the sat
isfaction of the user is strongly correlated to the performance

of the underlying hardware. Furthermore, the results show
that user satisfaction is highly user-dependent. To take advan
tage of these observations, some embodiments according to
the present invention provide a framework called Individual

ized Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (iDVFS). We

mance when the frequency of the processor is set to its lowest
level. In this case, our system drastically reduces the power

consumption compared to traditional approaches without
30

study a group of users to characterize the relationship
between the HPCs and individual user satisfaction levels.
Based on this analysis, some embodiments according to the
present invention use arti?cial neural networks to model the

sacri?cing user satisfaction in accordance with some embodi
ments of the present invention.
Some embodiments according to the present invention

contemplate mapping microarchitectural information to user
satisfaction. Such a map can then be used to understand how

changes in microarchitectural metrics affect user satisfaction.

function from HPCs to user satisfaction for individual users. 35

Modern microprocessors include integrated hardware perfor

The model is then used online to predict user satisfaction and
set a frequency level accordingly. A second set of user studies
demonstrates that iDVFS reduces the CPU power consump

mance counters (HPCs) that count architectural events (e. g.,
cache misses) as well as a variety of events related to memory

and operating system behavior. Some embodiments accord
ing to the present invention provide a mapping from the HPC

tion by over 25%, for example, in representative applications
as compared to the Windows XP DVFS algorithm.

40

Architectural optimization in, for example, performance,
power, reliability, security, etc. aims at satisfying the end user
in some embodiments according to the present invention.

However, some embodiments according to the present inven
tion contemplate that the relationship between the two is often

However, understanding the happiness of the user during the
run of an application can be complicated. Although it may be

45

possible to query the user frequently, such explicit interaction

non-linear and user-dependent.
A good estimate of user satisfaction derived from microar
chitectural metrics can be used to minimize power consump
tion while keeping users satis?ed in accordance with some

may annoy most users. Therefore, it would be bene?cial to
estimate user satisfaction using implicit metrics in accor
dance with some embodiments of the present invention. Tra

ditionally, computer architects have used implicit metrics

readings to user satisfaction. We ?rst show that there is a
strong correlation between the HPCs and user satisfaction in
accordance with some embodiments of the present invention.

embodiments of the present invention. Although utilizing
50

user satisfaction in making architectural decisions can be

such as instructions retired per second (IPS), processor fre
quency, or the instructions per cycle (IPC) as optimization

employed in many scenarios, some embodiments according
to the present invention employ dynamic voltage and fre

objectives. The assumption behind these metrics is that they

quency scaling (DVFS), which is a power reduction tech
niques used in modern processors. DVFS make decisions

relate in a simple way to the satisfaction of the user. When two

systems are compared, it is assumed, for example, that the
system providing a higher IPS will result in higher user sat
isfaction. For some application domains, this assumption is
possibly correct. For example, the execution time of a long

55

CPU frequency and voltage) based on the utilization of the
processor. Like many other architectural optimizations,

running batch application is largely determined by the IPS of
the processor. Hence, increasing IPS will result in an increase
in user satisfaction. However, some embodiments according

60

to the present invention contemplate that the relationship
between hardware performance and user satisfaction is com
plex for interactive applications and an increase in a metric
like IPS, for example, does not necessarily result in an
increase in user satisfaction. Furthermore, some embodi

ments according to the present invention contemplate that the

online to change microprocessor frequency and voltage
according to processing needs. Existing DVFS techniques in
high-performance processors select an operating point (e.g.,

65

DVFS is pessimistic about user satisfaction and assumes that

the maximum processor frequency is necessary for every
process that has a high CPU utilization. We show that incor
porating user satisfaction into the decision making process
can improve the power reduction yielded by DVFS in accor
dance with some embodiments of the present invention.
Some embodiments according to the present invention use
the strong relationship between HPCs and user satisfaction

US 8,706,652 B2
5
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for interactive applications. This relationship is often non

TABLE l-continued

linear, complex, and highly user-dependent.
HPCs used in experiment

Some embodiments according to the present invention
accurately predict individual user satisfaction using neural
network models.
Some embodiments according to the present invention use

Individualized Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (iD
VFS), which may employ user satisfaction predictions in
making decisions about the frequency of the processor. In
some embodiments according to the present invention,

PAN counter

Description

PAPIiLZiTC M
PAPILB TACiM
PAPILB RiMSP

Level 2 cache misses
Branch target address cache misses

PAPIiHWiINT
PAPILLILDCA
PAPILLILICA

Conditional branches mispredicted
Hardware intenupts
Level 1 data cache accesses
Level 1 instruction cache accesses

iDVFS is implemented and evaluated on Windows with user

Some embodiments according to the present invention

studies that show it reduces power consumption compared to

contemplate the relationships between different microarchi

Window DVFS, for example.

tectural parameters and user satisfaction. In one or more of

Some embodiments according to the present invention pro

vide for microprocessors that include integrated hardware
performance counters (HPC) for non-intrusive monitoring of

the embodiments according to the present invention, we con
duct two sets of studies with 20 users, for example. Our

a variety of processor and memory system events. HPCs
provide low-overhead access to a wealth of detailed perfor
mance information related to CPU’s functional units, caches,

experiments are done using, for example, an IBM Thinkpad

main memory, etc. Even though this information is generally
statistical in nature, it does provide a window into certain

T43p with a 2.13 GHz Pentium M-770 CPU and 1 GB
20

behaviors that are otherwise impractical to observe. For

the Pentium M-770 processor, only six can be used due to

example, these events include various counts of instructions,

cache activity, branch mispredictions, memory coherence
operations, and functional unit usage. Several tools and

memory running Microsoft Windows XP Professional SP2.
The laptop is tethered to the power outlet during all experi
ments. Although eight different frequency levels can be set on

25

microprocessors have extended this functionality beyond

limitations in the SpeedStep technology. For both user stud
ies, we experiment with three types of applications: a 3D
Shockwave animation, a Java game, and high-quality video

playback. The details of these applications follow:

simple event counting. For example, Intel’s Itanium proces
sors have features that allow monitoring speci?c events based
on an instruction or data address range, a speci?c instruction 30

opcode, or execution at speci?c privilege levels.
Some embodiments according to the present invention pro
vide for microprocessors that support a limited number of
HPCs. For example, the IA-64 architectures only support

Shockwave: Watching a 3D Shockwave animation using
the Microsoft Internet Explorer web browser. The user
watches the animation and is encouraged to press the number

keys to change the camera’s viewpoint. The animation is

counting four events at a time. In our experiments, we use the 35

stored locally. Shockwave options are con?gured so that ren
dering is done entirely in software on the CPU.
Java Game: Playing a Java based First Person Shooter

Pentium M processor which only supports two counters at a
time. As a result, it is not possible to collect all hardware

(FPS). The users have to move a tank and destroy different
targets to complete a mission. The game is CPU-intensive

information simultaneously, although the present invention is

Video: Watching a DVD quality video using Windows
Media Player. The video uses high bandwidth MPEG-4

not so limited. Some embodiments according to the present
invention using a workaround in which sets of counters are

time multiplexed and then the values scaled appropriately. It

40

Since some embodiments according to the present inven
tion focus on the CPU, we picked three applications with

has been shown that time multiplexing up to 10 sets of

counters provides statistically signi?cant counter values.

varying CPU requirements: the Shockwave animation is very
CPU-intensive, the Video places a relatively low load on the

Despite this limitation, the low-overhead access to low-level

architectural information provided by HPCs is very useful
and may be leveraged in run-time pro?ling and optimization

45

systems.
Some embodiments according to the present invention use
WinPAPI, the Windows variant of PAPI, to access the HPCs
present in the processor. Some embodiments according to the
present invention use at least the nine speci?c performance
metrics listed in Table 1. These counters may be manually

50

selected as a representative set of the HPCs available on the

Pentium M. The choice of using only nine counters is due to
a WinPAPI limitation, but the present invention need not be so
limited. We collect counter values every 100 ms. WinPAPI

55

automatically time multiplexes and scales the nine event
counters.

TABLE 1

encoding.

60

HPCs used in experiment

CPU, and the Java game falls between these extremes.
Our user studies are double-blind, randomized, and inter
vention-based. We developed a user pool by advertising our
studies within Northwestern University. While many of the
participants were CS, CE, or EE graduate students, our users
included inexperienced computer users as well.
An objective of our ?rst user study is to explore the corre
lation between HPCs and user satisfaction in accordance with
some embodiments of the present invention. The monitored
hardware counters are listed in Table 1. In this ?rst set of
experiments, the users are asked to carry out the three appli
cation tasks as described above. During execution, we ran

domly change the frequency and ask the users to verbally rank
their experience on a scale of l (e.g., discomfort) to 10 (e.g.,
very comfortable). Users typically provided a satisfaction
rating within 5-10 seconds. These satisfaction levels are then
recorded along with the HPC readings and analyzed as
described below in accordance with some embodiments of

PAN counter

Description

PAPILTOTLINS
PAPILRE SiS TL
PAPILTOTLCYC

Cycles stalled on any resource

Instructions issued

Total cycles

65

the present invention. Then we compute the maximum, mini
mum, average, range, and the standard deviation of the
counter values for up to 5 seconds within the given interval.
The end result is a vector of 45 metrics for each satisfaction

level reported by the user. Note that since we have performed

US 8,706,652 B2
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the user studies with 20 users and three applications, we
collected 360 user satisfaction levels.
We then ?nd the correlation of the 45 metrics to the user

TABLE 2-continued
Correlation between the hardware performance
counters and user satisfaction

satisfaction rating by using the formula:

Performance Metrics

Correlation

PAPIiHWiINT-stdev
PAPIiHWiINT-avg

0.094
0.048

ray =

10

Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation Coef?cient (r)
determines a correlation among two data series (e. g., x and y)
and results in a value between —1 and 1. If the correlation is

negative, the series have a negative relationship; if the corre
lation is positive, the series have a positive relationship. The
closer the coef?cient is to either —1 or 1, the stronger the
correlation between the variables. Thus, the magnitude of
these correlations allows us to compare the relative value of

each independent variable in predicting the dependent vari

20

able in accordance with some embodiments of the present
invention.
The correlation factors for each of the 45 parameters and
the user rating are presented in Table 2 in accordance with
some embodiments of the present invention.

25

TABLE 2
Correlation between the hardware performance
counters and user satisfaction

30

Performance Metrics

Correlation

PAPIiBTACiM-avg
PAPIiLliICA-avg
PAPIiLliICA-stdev

0.771
0.770
0.770

PAPIiB TACiM-stdev
PAPIiL 1 iDCA-stdev

0 .770
0 .7 68

PAPIiTOTiINS-avg
PAPIiTOTiCYC-avg

0.768
0.767

PAPIiL 1 iDCA-max
PAPIiTOTiCYC-stdev
PAPIiTOTiINS-stdev
PAPIiLliDCA-avg
PAPIiRESiS TL-avg

0 .7 67
0.767
0.766
0.766
0.761

PAPIiRESiS TL-stdev
PAPIiTOTiCYC-max
PAPIiLliICA-max
PAPIiRESiS TL-max

0 .7 61
0.756
0.749
0.738

PAPIiB TACiM-max
PAPIiTOTiINS-max
PAPIiLZiTCM-avg
PAPIiL 1 iDCA-range
PAPIiLZiTCM-stdev
PAPIiRESiS TL-min
PAPIiTOTiCYC-min
PAPIiRESiS TL-range
PAPIiL 1 iICA-min
PAPIiLliICA-range
PAPIiBRiMSP-avg
PAPIiB TACiM-range
PAPIiTOTiCYC-range
PAPIiBRiMSP-stdev
PAPIiTOTiINS-range
PAPIiTOTiINS-min
PAPIiLliDCA-min
PAPIiLZiTCM-max
PAPIiBRiMSP-min
PAPIiLZiTCM-range
PAPIiLZiTCM-min
PAPIiBRiMSP-max
PAPIiBRiMSP-range
PAPIiBTACiM-min
PAPIiHWiINT-max
PAPIiHWiINT-range
PAPIiHWiINT-min

0.733
0.729

parameters that correlate with the user satisfaction rating by a
factor above 0.7 (e.g., these 21 parameters have a factor
ranging between 0.7 and 0.8) and there are 35 parameters with
factors exceeding 0.5. On one hand, some of the results
appear to be intuitive; it is believable that, for example, met
rics representing processor performance relate to user satis
faction. On the other hand, observing the link between such a
high-level quantity as measured user satisfaction and such
low-level metrics as level 2 cache misses is intriguing.
Some embodiments according to the present invention
classify the metrics (and their correlations with user satisfac
tion) based on their statistical nature (e. g., mean, maximum,
minimum, standard deviation, and range). The mean and
standard deviation of the hardware counter values, for
example, have the highest correlation with user satisfaction
rating. A t-test analysis shows with over 85% con?dence that
mean and standard deviation both have higher r values when
compared to the minimum, maximum, and range of the HPC
values.
Some embodiments according to the present invention ana
lyze the correlations between the satisfaction results and user.
Note that the r value might not be used for this purpose, as the
user numbers are not independent. Instead, some embodi

35

ments according to the present invention repeatedly ?t neural
networks to the data collected for each application, attempt
ing to learn the overall mapping from HPCs to user satisfac
tion. As the inputs to the neural network, some embodiments
according to the present invention use the HPC statistics

40

along with a user identi?cation for each set of statistics. The

45

0.722
0.721
0.709
0.694
0.689

In summary, we observe a strong correlation between the
hardware metrics and user satisfaction rating: there are 21

output is the self-reported user satisfaction rating. In each
?tting, some embodiments according to the present invention
begin with a three-layer neural network model using 50 neu
rons in the hidden layer (neural networks are further
described below). After each model is trained in accordance
with some embodiments of the present invention, a sensitivity
analysis is performed to ?nd the effect of each input on the

output. Sensitivity analysis consists of making changes at
50

each of the inputs of the neural network and observing the
corresponding effect on the output. The sensitivity to an input

0.684

parameter is measured on a 0 to 1 scale, called the relative

0.6 82

importance factor, with higher values indicating higher sen

0.675
0.662
0.653
0.644
0.638
0.625
0.603
0.528
0.525
0.503

0.497
0.495
0.379
0.3 60
0.289
0.131
0.1 19
0.1 12

sitivity. By performing sensitivity analysis in accordance
with some embodiments of the present invention, the input
55

parameters that are most relevant in determining an output
parameter, e. g., user satisfaction, can be determined. During
this process in accordance with some embodiments of the
present invention, we consistently ?nd that the user number

input has, by far, the highest relative importance factor. Aver
60

aging across all of our application tasks, the relative impor
tance factor of the user number is 0.56 (e. g., more than twice

as high as the second factor). This strongly demonstrates that
the user is one of the most important factors in determining

the rating.
65

Finally, to understand the nature of the relationship
between the HPCs and the user satisfaction, some embodi

ments according to the present invention analyze the trends

